Review
SPecial Libraries and Information
Services in India and in the U. S. A.
by J Saha. Metuchen N. J., Scarecrow
Press Inc. 1969, 216p. J55.00
[Reviewed by T S Rajagopalan]
This handsome publication is the outcome
of the visit of Mr J Saha, Chief Librarian.
Indian Statistical Institute. Calcutta to the
United States for three months in 1967. which
was made possible by a U. S. Air Force research grant.
The Graduate School of Library
Science. Rutgers University has made arrangements for the visit of Mr Saha. The aim of
this publication is two fold - to present to the
U. S. reader's an account 9f the special library
scene in India and to present to his Indian
colleagues an analysis of the current documentation activity in the U. S. A. which is based on
his observations of the few special libraries
and information centres visited by him and on
the discussions he had with a few leading
figures in the field. Mr Saha is familiar with
the problems of special libraries in India and
his account of the Indian situation is to be regarded as authoritative.
The Indian Statistical
Institute has provided him with enough scope to
have an insight into the problems of mechanisation in library and information work and it is
this aspect which has naturally received his
main attention in the U. S. A. The survey of
current and projected mechanised services in
the U. S. A. which Mr Saha has tried to give in
this book •. would be read with interest by his
Indian colleagues to whom the present developments taking place in the U. S. A. are yet distant goals.
The book is in two parts - the first part
deals with India and the second part deals wit}
the U. S. A. While the first part cove rs all as
pects of special libraries
in India. the second
part is limited to his observations and study 0
the mechanised services in the few libraries
and information centres visited by him in the
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U. S. A. T'her-e are a large number of extracts
in both the parts from the works of others
which have been reproduced in the text and
cited in the bibliographies at the end of each
chapter.
The short report of the special libraries
in India described in the first part is addressed
to his U. S. colleagues and could therefore be
only a broad survey without any critical evaluation.
However from the point of view of
Indian readers. a more detailed and critical
appraisal would have been expected.
A few
notable contributions have appeared afte r
Mr Saha has finalised his draft. making his
own account of the special libraries in India not
very current.
While examining each chapter
se riatum the reviewer has tried to mention the
latest sources of information and a few omissions noticed by him. This has been attempted
to bring Mr Saha's book more comprehensive
and uptodate.
The first part begins with the chapter
devoted to the development of modern science
in India since the advent of the British. to provide the background for the library and information services discussed in the subsequent
chapters.
Library and information services
are now-a-days regarded as infra-structure
facilities for research and developmental activities and it is appropriate that Mr Saha begins
with a chapter on organisation of science.
This
chapter gives the chronological development of
major scientific research institutions and mentions the role of scientific societies in fostering awareness in science.
Among the scientific complexes the Council of Scientific and
Industrial Research alone is dealt with while
mention about the Indian Council of Agricultural
Research. the Indian Council of Medical Research. the Defence Research and Development
Organisation. the Atomic Energy Commission,
the Cooperative Research Associations etc .•
could have also been made. In the appendix to
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this

chapter

a list

unde r the Council

of national
of Scientific

laboratories
and Industrial

Research
and a list of 62 universities
have
been included.
No mention has been made of
the Indian Institutes
of Technology,
poseg r aduate institutions
in Medicine,
agricullural
universities,
research
institutions
controlled
directly
by the Central
and State Governments,
private
research
institutions,
R ::" D establishments in industry
etc.
The Directory
of Scientific Research
Institutions
in India published
by Insdoc in May 1969 provides
a more comprehensive
and uptodate
account of research
institutions
in our country.
The 1969 Handbook of the Inter-University
Board of India and
Ceylon

is perhaps

the latest

mation on our universities.
than 80 universities
now,

source

of mfor-

There are more
in addition to 8 insti-

tutions deemed to be universities.
The University Grants
Commission
has established
atleast
20 Centres
for Advanced
Study in v a r iou s subjects fields
is currently
of Scientific

in some of the universities.
Insdoc
engaged in compiling
a Directory
Societies
in India, and when

brought
out will give a more uptodate
account
than the Scientific
Societies
in India brought
out in 1965 by the C. S. 1. R. Survey and Planning of Scientific
Research
Unit which Mr Saha
has used for the analysis
of information.
Data
on government
expenditure
on scientific
research
for the period
1952-53 to 1961-62 have
been given based on the studies
of Prof P C
Mahalanobis
and Mr A Rehaman
and others.
However
data upto 1968-69 have now been compiled by the Committee
on Science and Technology (COST) of the Central
Cabinet.
Thischapter
should have also dealt with the growth
of scientific
manpower
and the growth of scientific literature
in India which have a bearing
on the growth potential
of library
and information services.
The subject
'Organisation
of
Science'
has been the main theme of the
CAST ASIA Conference
held by Unesco in New
Delhi in 1968.
A well documented
report
on

deal t with in anothe r chapte r devoted to Documentation
on Social Sc ie nc e s . Handicapped
for want of uptodate
and reliable
s ou r c e s . the
data on the growth of libraries
and other details given about them could not but be incomplete and out-of-date.
There may be atleast
600 science libraries
in our country now.
The
reviewer's
recent paper on the Development
of
Special Libraries
in India in the Fourth
Plan
Period
(Presented
at the All-India
Library
Conference
held at Tirupathi
on 28-31 Decembe r 1969) has attempted
to bring the picture
more uptodate.
The plans for the establishment of the National Science Library,
the
National Medical Library,
the Indian Nation-al
Ag ri cul tu r al Library,
and the Library
for
Social Sciences
have been outlined in that
paper.
Further
some basic data about the
special libraries
and the financial
resources
for their development
in the Fourth
Plan period
have been given.
Another paper by Mangala
and Sardana on the Development
of Academic
Libraries
in the Fourth
Plan Period
submitted
at the same conference
contains
valuable
data
on the growth and development
of university
libraries
in our country.
However the data
about our libraries
are insufficient
and out-ofdate and this points out to the urgent need for
the compilation
of a Directory
of Libraries
in
India.
The Directory
of Special Libraries
in
India brought out by IASLIC in 1958 is very
much out-of-date
now.
Insdoc has currently
undertaken
a survey of the library
and information resources
of CSIR institutions
and the
findings are expected
to be published
shortly.

The second chapter
is devoted to library
services
in India.
It is not restricted
to spe c ial
libraries
only as is evident from the heading of

The next chapter
deals with bibliographical services
in India.
Some of the bibliographies and abstracting
services
that have been
brought out are enumerated.
The list is of
course
not complete.
The Bibliography
of
Scientific
Publications
of South and South-East
Asia has not been mentioned
in this chapter
(described
in the chapter
on Insdoc).
This publication
has provided
bibliographical
control of
Indian scientific
literature
from 1949 to 1964
and thereafter
was replaced
by the Indian
Science Abstracts.
Except for the period of
1940 to 1948 which was marked by war and
handing over of power by the British,
we are
continuously
having bibliographical
control of
Indian scientific
lite rature
from 1935, thanks
to the pioneering
attempt
of the National Institute of Sciences
to publish the Indian Science

the chapter
and some of the statistical
data
presented.
Social Science libraries
are not
covered
in this chapter
and they have been

Abstracts
from 1935 to 1939.
This chapte r
should have also dealt with the growth of Indian
scientific
documents.
It is not expected
that

the Organisation
India prepared

of Scientific
Research
in
by Insdoc for the excl usive use

of the official
Indian Delegation
to the
CAST ASIA Conference
provides
the most
comprehensive
and uptodate
account of the state of
science
in our country.
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this

chapter

should

bibliographical
viewer's
mention
chapte

list

exhaustively

attempts.

all our

However

Mukherjee
Calcutta.

in the re-

opinion the following publications.
to
a few. deserve
to be mentioned
in this

Accession
list.
New Delhi.
American
Libraries Book Procurement
Centre.
196Z-

Nif'o r guide. to Indian periodicals
1955-56.
Poona.
National
Information
Service.
1955.
385p.

Council of Scientific
and Industrial
Research:
Indian scientific
and technical
publications:
exhibition
1960.
Bibliography.
New Delhi.
The Counc il , 1960. 195p.

Ruprail
dicals.

---:
Indian scientific
and technical
publications 1960-65.
New Delhi.
The Council.
1966.
284p.

Na r'l ani , K: Indian

guide.

Si nghvi , M Land

1969.

sources

191p.
hnpex

reference

New Delhi.
1960. -----

catalogue

of Indian

books.

Indian Book Export
and Import Co.
Supplement
1960-62.
1962. Z15p.

Index India: a quarterly
documentation
list of
selected
a r-tfcl e s , editorials.
notes.
letters
etc. from periodicals
and newspapers
published
in English
language
allover
the world.
J'a ipur , Rajasthan
University
Library.
1967Indian

Book

Indian

reporter.

Prabhu

Book

1164-.
Books

-

an information

Muke rj ee Book House.
Indian

Gurgaon.

Press

Association.

Index.

leaflet.

Calcutta.

1968Delhi.

Delhi

Library

1968-

Inter-University
Board of India and Ceylon:
Bibliography
of doctoral
theses
in arts and
science
accepted
by Indian universities
during
1954-58.

1959.

_____ Research

103p.
in progress

1958-66:

V 1 Phy-

sical Sciences.
1968. 429p; V 2 Biological
Sciences.
1968. 357p; and V 3 Humanities
Social
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Sciences

(under

preparation).

Shrimali

in agriculture

D S: Reference

- annotated

bibliography.

Udaipur.
Rajasthan
College of Agriculture
Consumer's
Cooperative
Society.
1962. 4l8p.

219p.

Service.

of Indian scientific
perioInsdoc.
1968. 182p.

Sher Singh and Sadhu, S N: Indian books
in
print 1955-67 - a select bibliography
of English
books published
in India.
Delhi.
Indian Bureau
of B'ibl iog r aph ie s , 1969. 11l6p.

periodicals:

J'a ipu r , the authors.

N: Directory
1968. Delhi.

Sengupta B: Indiara-a
select list of references
and representative
books on all aspects
of
Indian life and culture.
Calcutta.
World Press.
1966. 125p.

Das Gupta.
A K: An essay in personal
bibliography
- Ranganathan
festschrift
V. 2. a bibliography of the writings
on and by Dr S R
Ranganathan.
Bombay.
Asia Publishing
House.
1967. 405p.

an annotated

tools.

National Library.
Calcutta:
Bibliography
of
Indology: V 1 Indian anthropology.
1960. 290p;
V 2 Indian botany.
196p. 2pts. (mentioned
in
the chapter
on the Indian National
Bibliography),

r:

Gi dwani , N Nand

A K: Reference
work and its
World Press.
1964. 335p.

and

t

However not all of them have appeared
before Mr Saha has finalised
his draft.
Several
bibliographies
on specific
subjects
have been
brought
out from time to time by librarians.
scholars
and publishers
(e. g. Dr J S Sharma's
bibliographies
on the Freedom
movement.
Jawahar1al
Nehru.
Mahatma Gandhi etc. ).
Some of them were printed
and some of th e rn
were distributed
in mimeographed
form.
Many
libraries
have published
their catalogues
of
holdings both monographs
and serials.
Many
universities
have compiled
lists of doctoral
dissertations
accepted
by them.
Mr Saha has
mentioned
about the union catalogues
that have
been published.
in the chapte r on Insdoc
whereas
it would be appropriate
if they are
described
in this chapter.
The documentation
lists that have been put out by our special libraries
have also been listed
in this chapter.
Mr B Guha in his article
on Indian Current
Awareness
Services
(Unesco Bull Lib 1968. 22.
73-81) has analysed
these documentation
lists.
The documentation
lists of the Atomic Energy
Establishment
(now called the Bhabha Atomic
Research
Centre)
and the Indian Statistical
Institute
have been taken up as case studies
and explained
in a greater
detail by Mr Saha to
show the method of compilation
of the lists.
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Chapte rs 4 and 5 are on Ins doc and
Desidoc respectively.
The historical development and current activities of these two organisations have been described.
Mr Kesavan in
a rec ent contribution II Documentation in India"
(Reprint from Lib Trends 1969, 17(3),231-44)
h
has dealt with authoritatively the role of Insdoc,
especially in recent times, in supporting scientific research activities.
The following details
about Insdoc supplement the information provided by Mr Saha in this chapter.
Insdoc has
been carrying on experimental work in mechanised information services.
Some useful results have been obtained and quite a few projects using computer techniques have been
completed.
In recent t irn es Insdoc has been
undertaking a massive. translation programme
under a contract from the National Science
Foundation of U. S. A. Insdoc has drawn up detailed plans in the establishTnent at national
level an Electronic Information Grid and an
Aeronautical Information Service and both of
them are awaiting implementation by the authorities concerned in collaboration with Insdoc.
The compilation of the Directory of Scientific
Research Institutions in India in 1969, wherein
913 institutions are listed according to various
c ompl exe s is a major achievement.
The proposal to set up the Russian Science Infonnation
Centre as a part of the Indo-Soviet scientific
collaboration,
is shortly to be taken up by
Insdoc under the auspices of the National Institute of Sciences.
The information about
Desidoc is same as that contained in an information pamphlet brought out by Desidoc.
Desidoc has conducted an Information Seminar
at New Delhi on 4-6 December 1969. Many
areas of Information Science were considered
at the seminar.
Several papers dealing with
the problems in handling and servicing of information of Defence Science interest have been
presented at the Seminar.
There is a chapter devoted to the Indian
National Bibliography.
It has traced the genesis and desc ribed the scope and structure of
the Indian National Bibliography.
Analysis of
the data on the publications recorded in the
Indian National Bibliography has been attempted
to show the trend in book production.
In this
context, the efforts of the American Libraries
Book Procurement
Centre of the Library of
Congress to bring out the Accession List India since 1962 deserves mention.
The
Accession List is not only a helpful bibliographical tool for current Indian books but is also
more regular in publication.
The problem of
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languages and the need for transliteration
accompanied with it, have been solved in the
Accession List by using type-writen based
composition.
Among the private ventures, the
recent publication - Indian Books in Print,
1955-67: a select bibliography of English books
published in India, compiled by Sher Singh and
S N Sadhu in 1969 is much to be applauded
being the result of hard and sustaining work of
two individuals.
They hope to keep the publication current by issuing annual supplements.
The Indian Book Reporter published by Prabhu
Book Service since 1964 and the Indian Books an information leaflet published by Mukherjee
Book House since 1968 are also worth mentioning.
The next chapte r on Documentation in
Social Sciences traces the growth of Social
Sciences research centres and of the special
libraries devoted to them. A few major libraries could alone be mentioned in this chapter.
For example, the Library of the National
Archives and the Nehru Museum and Library
have not been mentioned.
Some of the abstracting and indexing services in Social Sciencee
have been described.
The recommendations of
a few seminars held in our co...n.try urging the
dev el oprnent of Social Science documentation
have also been listed.
The Report of the Committee on Social Science Research published by
the Planning Cornrrri s sion in 1965 has surveyed
the existing research facilities and suggested
measures for augumenting them. Thanks to
the initiative of the Central Government and
especially of the present Union Minister for
Education and Youth Services Prof. V. K. R. V.
Rao, the Social Science Research Council has
been established in 1969. It is a happy augury
that this Council even in its first year of existence has taken active interest in the promotion
of documentation facilities in Social Sciences.
A Sub-Committee has been set up to advise the
Council on documentation matters.
A Division
of Documentation has been created with a head
and other supporting staff. This Division is
presently engaged in the tasks of compiling the
union catalogue of serials and of preparing
bibliography of Indian theses in Social Sciences.
The Council has also started supporting financially libraries and institutions in some of the
documentation projects being undertaken by
them. The broad policy appears to be that the
Division of Documentation will not itself involve in active documentation work but may
expect specialised institutions which have already resources and facilitie8 to carry out on
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a national
areas.
Library

scale

documentation

work

in specific

Index India by the Rajasthan
University
and the Indian Press
Index by the Delhi

Library
Association
are some recent attempts
in Social Science documentation
and it is gratifying to note that the Social Science Research
Council

has

started

supporting

them.

In the chapter
on education
in library
science
and documentation.
the library
science
courses
at present
offered by our universities
have been listed.
Now more universities
are
offering
B. Lib. Sci. courses.
In addition.
Delhi.
Banaras
and Bombay Universities
(not
mentioned
by Mr Saha) are offering
M. Lib. ScL
courses.
A few more urtiversities
are also
contemplating
to start M. Lib. ScL courses.
The Bombay University
course
in M. Lib. Sci.
is different
from that of Delhi and Banaras
Universities
as the emphasis
here is more on
the completion
of a research
project
and submission
of thesis.
The Madras
University
has
not yet started
M. Lib. Sci. course
as mentioned otherwise
by Mr Saha , The rapid turnover of Library
Science graduates
from our
universities
should be studied from the point of
view of opportunities
and employment
potentiallest
there is no over production.
It is
hoped that this problem
is engaging the attention of our planners
in education
for librarianship.
The University
Grants
Commission
is
presently
examining
the teaching
of Library
Science in the universities
through an expert
cornrn itt ee , The recommendations
of the Serrri na r on Teaching
of Library
Science in India
held by the Dep a r trne nt of Library
Science.
University
of Delhi on the B. Lib. ScL.
M. Lib:
Sci. and research
p r og r arnrne s have been reproduced
in this chapter.
The history.
devel oprnent,
courses
of studies
etc. of the docume ntatton courses
of the Documentation
Research
and Training
Centre and Ins doc have
been given.
Both the courses
are now r e c ognised as equivalent
to Masters
degree.
Mention has
also been made of the Insdoc Training Course
on Scientific
Translation.
The
!asHc has also limited
facilities
for training
in doc urne ntat lon and translation.

Library
search
mainly.

The nineth
Science.

chapter
is on research
in
It naturally
covers
the re-

contributions
of Dr S R Ranganathan
The irnpo rt ant journals
in Library

Science and Documentation
and the standards
on Docurne nt.at ion brought out by the Documentation Sub-ColTlmittee
of the Indian Standards
Institution
are enumerated.
The Bibl iography
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of the writings

on and by Dr S R Ranganathan

compiled
by A K Das Gupta gives an exhaustive
account of all the research
contributions
of
Dr S R Ranganathan
only.
It also shows

though it cove rs upto
the impact of the contri-

butions of Dr Ranganathan
universally.
It is
significant
to note that India has the unique
distinction
of the government
recognising
research
in Library
Science by appointing
Dr
S R Ranganathan
as National Research
Professor.
The Iaslic started
in 1967 the Indian
Library
Science Abstracts
for providing
bibliographical
control
of Indian contributions.
Unfortunately
only two issues
have come out.
In some of the major cities study circles
have
been functioning
wherein
research
contributions are presented
and discussed.
The !asHc
Study Circle
at Calcutta.
the Study Circle
of
the Delhi Library
Association
and the Study
Circle
of the Academy of Docurnentatton,
Hyderabad may be mentioned
as e xarnpl.e s , Insdoc
has also been engaging itself in research
activities and in recent years
aorne useful results
in me chanic al methods
of information
retrieval
and in reprography
have been obtained.
In
addition to the Documentatton
Research
and
Training
Centre and Insdoc,
the DepartlTlents
01
Library
Science in the universities
would also
become

centres

of research

in due course.

The last chapter
in Part I describes
the
role of library
associations
and in particular
of the Indian Library
Association
and the Ia al ic
and of the several
seminars
and conferences
held by them.
The r-ec crrrrn e nd at ion s rriade at
a few important
seminars
of these two bodies
are also listed.
It is a moot point to consider
how far the recommendations
made at these con
conferences
have been implemented.
The
organ of the Indian Library
As sociation
is presently known as the ILA Bulletin.
The title
has witnessed
several
changes posing problems
to the cataloguers.
The Indian Library
Association has started
celebrating
the National
Library
Week in the month of November
since
1968.
The Iaslic has been very active and
playing a useful role.
The Indian Scientific
Translators
Association
functioning
from
Insdoc since 1965 is also worth mentioning.
Part II begins with the chapter
'Prolegomena' which describes
the object of his visit
to the USA. and mentions
the special libraries
and information
centres
visited by him and the
specialists
in the field with whom
he had
fruitful
discussions.
As mentioned
earlier
he
has been mainly concerned
with mechanised
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information retneval and automated library
services which he had tried to understand
under three broad queries- How? for whom?
and at what cost? But Mr Saha has chosen to
deal with costing only in a greater detail in
this chapter.
He has tried to understand the
cost factor after studying the existing literature
on the subject, by having discussions and by
observing critically the working of the information centres which he had visited.
He has
however not drawn any conclusions of his own,
which could provide guidelines to his Indian
readers.
He feels that comparison of cost
data between manual and machine methods
would be incomplete and misleading unless the
operations in the two systems are standardised
and the functions are a.ss e s s ed quantitatively
and qualitatively.
The chaning
and qualitatively.
The changing role of libraries in the context of increasing acceptance of
the information centre concept has been briefly
touched upon in this chapter also whereas the
next chapter is entirely devoted to it. He has
observed that information services will go
beyond the traditional concept of reference services in libraries
and that the gap be twe.en the
library and the information centre is narrowing
with libraries
assuming more and more responsibility for serving the information needs
of the scientists.
Eventually the distinction
between special libraries and information centres would vanish.
The pre-processes
to feed
the machines are usually time-consuming and
must be completed quickly if machine methods
are to be employed for saving them. The re
should therefore, be speedy mechanism foracquisition of literature
and :.:ompleting the
intellectual part of processing.
However, the
manual methods are no less time-consuming at
the input stage.
The time taken at the input
stage is adequately and rather proportionately
compensated at the output stage, which is more
valuable because here the user's time is involved. Afte r all, all our efforts are di rected
towards saving the time of the use r. Mr Saha
stresses the importance of systematic user
studies to measure the performance of information activities.
In fact, this is widely followed in the U. S. A. and other countries.
He
has mentioned about the studie s mo
has mentioned about the studies conducted at
the Denve r Research Institute, the Defence
Documer.tation Centre and the Hernar and
company which have all pointed out to the low
percentage of use made of the information ser-
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vices.
Such user studies are very much r c>
quired in our country now. Unless there is
strong interaction between the library and the
information centre on the one hand and the use r
on the other, the information activities will not
develop along correct lines.
Mr Saha then
deals with the need for subject knowledge for
information personnel and mentions how more
scientists are drawn into information work.
The involvement of scientists in information
work is ve ry much emphasised in Weinbrug's
report aScience, Government and Information".
The position in our country now is very much
diffe rent and scientists are yet to appreciate
that information work is to be regarded as,an
integral part of actual scientific pursuit.
The next chapter traces the development
of special libraries and technical information
centres in the U. S. A. The role and character
of information centres and some of the important mechanised information activities performed by them have been described.
The changing concept of 'Documentation' ever since Otlet
used the term in 1907 has been dwelt upon.
The rapid proliferation of information centres
in the field of Science and Technology is due to
the fact that the conventional library systems
were adequate upto twentieth century, that the
special libraries then developed to provide
specialised services and that the present day
information centre s are furthe r extension of
that trend.
Howeve r, the trend in the USA has
been that the information se rvice s are taken
out more and more away from library activity.
The recent changes in name of the American
Documentation Institute into the American
Institute of Information Science and the Journal
of the American Documentation into the American Journal of Information Science are significant in this context.
Chapter 13 is on 'Libraries
and Mechine se
After tracing how a few libraries have devoted
attention to automation of some of the library
operations for a long time, Mr Saha has described the cu r r ent developments in automation
in libraries in the U. S. A. He feels that with
successive developments in technology many
newer and more sophisticated machines for
library purposes would corne into being and that
it is difficult to conceive of the future projections of automation programmes in libraries.
He then passes on to indexing as a preliminary
to the application of machine methods and mentions about the three major innovations in
indexing methods - "Uniterm". "Descriptor"
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and" Role Indicator".
big and small libraries
partially

automated

He then describes
how
try to adopt fully or

library

services.

With

more institutions
employing
automation,
the
need to standardise
the entry of information
and the pattern
of operations
in order to develop an integrated
system
is stre ssed upon.
In fact,
some of the large
scale mechanised
projects
veloping
reaching
would be

such as MEDLAR and MARC are deinto global programmes
with far
consequences
and the integral
system
developed
even beyond the boundaries

of the USA.

The next
and Information

chapter
is on Library
education
Science.
As the title indicates,

Mr Saha has tried to present
how there has
been a shift towards
inclusion
of more and
more of Information
Science in the curricula
of
library
schools.
He describes
how the curriculum for library
education
are oriented
more
strongly
towards
scientific
and technical
literature
and include a knowledge
of the new concepts of information
storage
and retrieval.
He
has analysed
the course
content of a few important library
schools
to show the changing emphasis being placed on the inclusion
of Information Science.
Mr Saha has also
the courses
on Information
Science
offered

bva

few universities.

described
now being

In this

respect,

our Library
Science departments
in the universitie s are still following the traditional
patte rn
of library
education.
Perhaps,
the time is not
yet ripe for
mentation.

such

changes

in Scientific

Docu-

The last chapter
reports
the trends
in
research
and development
in the fields of
special
libraries
and Information
Science.
For'
this purpose,
he has attempted
an analysis
of
the research
projects
undertaken
and reported
in a few numbers
of the Current
Research
and
Development.
Approximately
70 per cent of
the recorded
researches
are of U. S. origin.
There has been an increase
of over 154 per
cent in the number
of projects
over a period of
four years.
Information
storage
and retrieval
remains
the major
area of research
activity.
At least 35.9 per cent of the research
projects
are carried
out bv 'Industry'
followed closely
by 'University'
with 34.5 per cent.
The major
developments
in mechanised
information
services in the U. S. A. are the results
of e xte ns ive
research
and developmental
activity.
The recommendations
of the Committee
on Scientific
and Technical
Information
on the need for increased
researches
in the areas,
user studies,
document
representation,
evaluation
tools and
techniques,
communication
of information,
and

106

equipment
highlighted

for information
in this' chapter.

handling

have been

Appendix to Part II contains
short reports
of 7 libraries
and information
centres
in industry,
2 under federal
agencies,
one under private agency,
2 under special libraries
and 4
developmental
projects.
They are quite informative.
It would have benefitted
most his
Indian readers
if Mr Saha has given some of
his salient observations
seriatum
and his own

----

assessment
for providing
guidelines
as to
their adoption in our country.
However,
there
is enough material
in his report to show the
trend in the current
information
activities
in
the U. S. A. and to examine as to what extent
the experiences
of the U. S. A. would be valuable to us.
Computer
applications
are gradually,
gaining ground in our country.
The administrators'
scientists
and technologists,
and
business
men have begun to appreciate
the
need for computers.
So also,
libraries
and
information
centres
are aware of the potentiality of computers
in their work.
However,
the use of
have to be
economic
puters are

such sophisticated
equipment
would
in relation
to our general
social,
and technological
background.
Comavailable
now only at a few institu-

tions.
They are mostly imported.
Computers
have to be freely available
at all the service
points if mechanised
information
services
are
to be made use of.
There are also limitations
in using global services
such as MEDLAR,
Chemical
Abstracts
etc unless we function as
a part of the integrated
system.
Even in the
U.S.A.,
is stated that many of the mechanised
information
projects
are in experimental
stages
It may therefore,
take a much longer time in
our country for the practical
application
of
computers
in information
work.
However,
it
is wiser to keep in touch with the current
developments
taking place in advanced
countries
such as the U. S. A. and make small begining
now onward so that when conditions
for introducing automation
are favourable,
we are not
hopelessly
lagging behind.
In this context,
the experiences
gained in the visits to the
U. S. A. by senior librarians
like Mr Saha
would prove rewarding.
The book is a welcome addition to the
literature
on Library
Science and Documentation.
It has contributed
to the understanding
between a developed
nation and a developing
nation,
in matters
of scientific
information.
Students of Library
Science and Documentation
courses
in India would find it as a good text bo
book.
It is also a source book of information
to experienced
workers,
The production
of
the book is excellent.
It is not also very
expensive.
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